
 

  

  

     Team Tui  Years 3 & 4 
  

 

 

Welcome to Team Tui  
Team Tui follows on from the early foundations of Team Piwakawaka. These are the years where we 
encourage independence, growth, individuality and personal responsibility. 
Always keeping in mind the Key Competencies: Managing self, Relating to others, Participating and 
contributing, Thinking and Using language, symbols and texts. 
Our team is made up of three composite classes of years 3-4: 
Room 4 - Mrs Trew, Room 6 - Miss Parker, Room 12 - Mrs Fraser (Team Leader) 
 

Literacy 
Children are ability grouped for reading and take home readers to support their level. The focus 
moves from simply decoding a text to a greater emphasis on comprehension skills and understanding 
new vocabulary.  
In writing we continue to work on surface features and have a strong spelling programme to support 
this, however we are also encouraging a wider use of language features and the ability to capture the 
audience’s attention using ‘personal voice’. We introduce different genre including recount/expressive 
writing, narratives, information reports, persuasive writing, poetry etc. 
Often our reading and writing are also integrated with our Big Picture learning for the term. 
 



 
 

Numeracy 
In maths we have a strong focus on numeracy knowledge and strategy, with a smaller focus on the 
other strands. Children are ability grouped to support their progression through the numeracy stages. 
Children’s understanding is still supported by the use of materials when necessary, however at this 
level children move from simply counting on or back to developing deeper strategies for addition and 
subtraction, multiplication and division. They also learn to choose the quickest and easiest method 
when working with larger numbers. 
 

I.T. and Personal Devices 
If the children have iPads or devices they would like to bring to school to use for their own learning 
they are very welcome. Bringing devices is not an expectation and we still have classroom iPads so 
every child has access to the same opportunities. 
When using devices every child will have their own personal login and password to protect their work. 
They will have access to the internet and printing facilities. 
This year we are introducing class and personal blogs to give students an authentic audience when 
sharing their learning. 
 

Home Learning 
The expectation is that your child will: 

- Read every day and record this in their home reading book. This may be a reader, a specific 
story from their school journal, a library book or one from home.  

- Learn their weekly spelling list - ‘Spelling Rules’. 
- Complete 2 pages of their ‘Dragon Maths’ book, which consolidates classroom learning.  

 

Trips 
We sometimes have trips to support our learning. We are very excited to be going to the NZ Maritime 
Museum in Term 1 to support our learning about ‘Identity and Immigration.’  
 

 
 

We love seeing happy, healthy children enjoying and succeeding in their learning!  
We look forward to working with you and your child.  
Michelle, Allyson and Brooke 


